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How to build the Digital Workplace
for your Enterprise



Bots and
brains
building the
future of work
together

There have been 4 major industrial shifts,

mechanization via steam engines, mass

production via assembly lines, large scale

computing via integrated circuit and now the

automation of work tasks via machine

learning and AI.

 

The first 3 increased the amount of work that

can be done and while this is also true of the

4th, the age of automation has also impacted

WHERE work can be done.

 

Software bots can now automate repetitive

transactions and processes that previously

required human actions and collaboration

tools allow individuals to work together

wherever they are.

 

This is where the future of work is

headed, a world where bots take care

of the repetitive tasks at scale and we

humans focus on invention, creativity,

empathy and problem-solving.

 

This combination will not only

allow companies to be more agile and

scalable, but will also allow their employees

to work in an environment  where they are

safe, allowed to flourish,and imagine better

ways to serve their customers and

stakeholders.
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The world of work is changing
faster and in ways that many of us
have not anticipated.  
 
While the adage “faster, better,
cheaper” has never been more true
today, I believe that we need to
add “anywhere” as well.
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Why does it matter? 

The Employee Experience

How is work changing? 

"Work" - Then, and Now

How to build a digital workplace

The Digital Workplace 

How to build effective work remote programs

Remote working 

THE FUTURE OF WORK



Most digital transformation initiatives

focus on customer facing channels to

drive revenue. Others emphasize

business support units to cut down on

costs.  However, employee experience is

often a missing link for digital

transformation strategies, many of which

should be used to help employees stay

engaged and productive in their roles in

the enterprise.    

 

Digital transformation will

fail without a capable and

digitally savvy workforce.
 

Employees should not only be grounded

in core competencies needed for their

business units but should also be able to

adapt to the new ways of working. They

must have access to digital tools and

should remain “digitally dexterous” as

they adapt to new technology. Only then

can they drive successful business

outcomes.

The employee experience

As enterprises race towards becoming digital businesses,
their pool of talent will become their key differentiator.   
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Digital transformation requires a

workforce that is dynamic and able to

use technology to work smarter and

faster.

 

Employees need to be comfortable in

using digital tools in the workplace

and need to keep learning about the

new ways of working.



"Work" - Then, and Now 

It was coined by the

Baby Boomers, who first

saw the “desk job” as an

opportunity to build stability and

financial security. It was their duty to

work hard hours over a long time.  

 

Their children, the Gen Xers,

witnessed this. While most followed

suit, some of them started seeking a

work-life balance in their careers.

 

The 9-to-5 job has officially clocked out and may not
entirely be coming back again.

Spending more time with family had
become a key concern, making maternity /
paternity leaves and vacation leaves
prerequisites in choosing jobs. 

Born into the era of technology, millennials

expect a seamless flow of information.

Having mobile devices and easy internet

access, they expect enterprises to adapt

to their changing lifestyles by offering new

perks and redefining the “workplace.”

What work means for
the millennials 



Talent & Technology

Beyond the digital age of the

1980's, we now face hyper-connected

systems that integrate the biological,

physical and digital realms. 

 

Disruptive technology such as

the Internet of Things (IoT), robotics,

virtual reality (VR) and artificial

intelligence (AI) are getting smarter

every day and are fundamentally

changing what it means to be human. 

 

Employees who can

adapt to changing

technology enable more

successful business

outcomes.
 

They can be more engaged at their

roles and also be much more

productive.

How technology is changing the way we work



How technology can build the
perfect work space 

Gartner identifies key factors for a smart workspace. These workspaces can use sensors

that adjust temperature and lighting. Sensors can also create optimal uses of workspaces

and huddle areas by allocating the right space for different meeting agendas. Shared

spaces can have automatic seat selection and can help find team members across

different offices. Lastly, an integrated IoT platform can also help manage a building’s

energy use and can drive cost savings for the enterprise.



A DIGITAL
WORK PLACE 
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Most importantly, aside from a smart

and conducive working environment,

enterprises need to create a digital

workplace for their employees.  Cloud-

based, digital experience platforms are

needed to drive collaboration and

performance across working teams.

Benefits of a
digital workplace

Improves the

employee

experience

Attracts top,

new talent 

Faster digital

transformation

execution 

Creates optimal

use of physical

space 

Easily monitor

performance and

keep track of

project status 

Provides mobility

for employees

Collaboration

tools make

employees more

aligned with

business strategy 

Enables more

efficient use of

time for

employees

on the field 



How to build a digital
work place

A key tool growing in popularity is Facebook

Workplace.

 

It enables organizations to drive authentic

collaboration and engagement among employees.  

By easily connecting work groups, dialogue is

encouraged, and collaboration is made easy.

 

It reduces the distance between people and allows

employees to easily share work documents in a

secure working environment.

 

Facebook Workplace 



How to build a digital work place

Workplace is easily integrated with

tools already being widely used such as

Zoom, Salesforce, Dropbox, Microsoft

One Drive, Google tools, etc. Live video

streaming is available for urgent

company announcements or meetings.

 

Organizational charts and employee

contact information are readily available

for transparency.   

 

Also, enterprises can organically

cultivate company culture using an

always-on digital workplace. Interest

groups among like-minded employees

can be created to promote a work-life

balance and encourage life outside of

work.  

 

If enterprises understand that

employees today need a working

environment that reflects their current

mobile lifestyle, they will not only be

able to attract top talent but will also

(and more importantly) be able to

nurture their top performers.  

 

Facebook Workplace 



How to get started on Workplace

 

Build the group

structure
 
Before employees sign up,

team leads should identify

the organizational structure

and create working groups. 

This makes it easier for

employees because they are

immediately invited to join

the functional groups they

need.

 

Open company groups

should be created for

general, company wide

updates.

 

Aside from functional groups,

cross-functional working

teams should be built to

drive collaboration.

 

Set Group

Privacy settings 
 
Team leads can set privacy

settings such as open,

closed and secret groups

to control sensitive

information, if any.

 

These privacy settings can

be changed at any time.

 

Identify Group

permissions 

To drive productivity,

certain groups can control

who can join and who can

post in a group.

 

This strikes the balance

between having open

communication but also

maintaining a focus on

work.

 

Teams can have pre-

approved groups and

default groups depending

on the business need.

ONE TWO THREE



Key Collaboration Tools

Integrated messaging
Live chat
Privacy and access settings
Conference calling
Video chats with screen sharing
Project-based conversations

Workflow automation
Tracking location and changes to a file
Brainstorming tools/ pinboards
Task lists and assignments
Scheduling, calendar integration, reminders
Gantt charts

Security Support for different file types
Comments and notes attached to files
Track changes and versioning
Editing permissions and access control
Shared folders

Communication

File Sharing

Project & Task Management
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How to be ready 

According to the World Economic Forum,

the current paradigm of “work” is “a

coming-together of digital, physical and

biological systems leading to the rise of

machine learning; the applicability of

technology across many different fields;

and the creation of wholly new fields,

markets and sectors.”

 

Saadia Zahidi, the Managing Director and

Head of the Centre for the New Economy

and Society, believes that

by 2022, half of the

average worker’s daily

activities will change

entirely.
  

Skills that require more strategic thinking

and creativity will be in high demand.

 

These include analytical thinking,

innovation, active learning, creativity,

collaboration, complex problem-solving,

technology and design. Easily repeatable

tasks will be ported over to automation

tools. 

The skills of the future determines who survives



www.aiah.ai
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Enable employees to work remotely 
Embrace remote working ( and mean it )

While business executives live in 2020,

some of them still conduct business as

if it were 1990.

 

They expect employees to work in a

traditional office and assume that, if

they are out of their line of sight, they

are not working effectively (well, this

can be true.  But sooner or later, the

non-performers will single themselves

out and will run out of excuses while

they're out wasting company time). 

 

We are here to speak about the digital

workplace and why enterprises need it.

 

The competitive

business landscape calls

for it. Mobile and digital

natives (who will form

75% of your workforce in

2025) expect it.



Effective work remote programs 

Identify working hours daily – This enables teams to

be disciplined while allowing them to clock out at

the end of a working day.

 

Create daily checkpoints – Daily audio or screen

sharing calls are good checkpoints to help monitor

progress on work activities.

 

Select channels based on agenda – Identify which

collaboration tools will be used for text messaging

among functional groups, company wide

announcements or time sensitive team updates.

 

Give airtime to each person on the call – Make sure

that each member has enough time to discuss their

ideas or air their concerns.

 

Use video calls for face-to face interaction – Even if

teams are not physically together, encourage

employees to use video calls for a more human

interaction. 

 

Encourage non-work conversations – Let teams

discuss non-work topics such as current events or

leisure activities to feel connected and engaged

with each other.

A remote working culture that drives
engagement & productivity
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Sources: Gartner, World Economic Forum, McKinsey Global Institute, Visme, Business World Philippines
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facebook.com/AiahAutomation/


